Your early-warning
system for successful
IoT-projects every time

Surwayne is a project-monitoring
software from Germany:

Project transparency by surveying project members online
– not just once but automatically at regular intervals.
Detailed overview of strengths and weaknesses in all
projects at the click of a mouse.
Surwayne suggests proven solutions and asks team
members for ideas in response to problems.
Direct implementation of improvements thanks to the
integrated task list.
No installation required – you can start right away.

“With Surwayne we‘re always up to date
about what our team members think
about our projects. It‘s not only extremely
interesting, it works, too.”
Daniel Hoffmann,
CEO, Lufthansa Technik Sofia

How you benefit from Surwayne

Greater project
transparency
Overview of all your projects at a
glance in the Surwayne dashboard
Repeat surveys of project members
to determine the status of individual
projects
Detailed project reports and analyses of strengths and weaknesses
Integrated task list for implementing
improvement measures

More certain
project success
Continuous project monitoring with
automatic repeat online surveying of
project members
Continuous overview of all projects
using a simple traffic-light system
Immediate identification of weaknesses and ongoing progress monitoring throughout the course of the
project
Weaknesses addressed through
concrete solutions and integrated
suggestion system

Lower total
project costs

Less time required for
project monitoring
All projects displayed at a glance in
the dashboard using a traffic-light
system – at any time and from
anywhere on mobile devices
Playful smiley system for rapid project rating by project members
Brief surveys with 10 questions at
most for quick responses and high
participation levels
Integrated improvements and
suggestion system for rapid troubleshooting

Better staff loyalty
and bonding

Less project-monitoring effort for
management through automated
surveys

Project members are actively
involved in project monitoring and
reporting

Fewer wasted project resources
through rapid identification of weaknesses and corrective measures

Comprehensible usability using a fun
smiley system

Improved tracking of the value added by external service providers

Structured method for revealing
weaknesses and generating improvement suggestions

Ongoing success measurements
possible even after project completion

Greater motivation and productivity through focus on value-adding
activities

Your project
delivery up to 35% faster
				 with Surwayne

Surwayne is both
simple and fun

1

Ten questions at most

2

Intuitive surveys at regular intervals (e.g. every 14 days)

3

The dashboard indicates which projects are red or green

4

Measures available to deal with any weaknesses - or can be
automatically requested from participants

5

Personalized action plan / task list for tracking

6

Trend reports reveal how projects are continuously improving

Five functions for
advancing your projects

The dashboard: All projects fully transparent – at a
glance, at any time

The reports: Details of strengths and weaknesses for
each project

The trend: Simple progress analysis for lasting results

The action plans: Problems rapidly addressed with
proven suggestions or automated procurement of ideas
from project members

The task list: Reliable implementation of suggested
improvements through automated task-list tracking

Your projects are in
safe hands with us
• Your data hosted exclusively at locations in Germany
• Guaranteed anonymity for participants
• SSL-encrypted data transfer
• Encrypted login details
• Multi-level security system for physical server access
• Data centre certified by the technical inspection
authority (TÜV) in Germany as ‘reliable’
• Extensive backup design
•C
 O2-neutral servers powered
by hydroelectricity

Our prices
Surwayne requires no installation and is immediately available.We focus
on customer satisfaction by offering excellent price-performance ratios
and subscriptions with monthly cancellation.

Premium

€ 98.00

per project

€ 989.00 per month*

Enterprise

per project

€ 1449.00 per month*

• Up to 10 projects

• Up to 20 projects

• Up to 100 participants
per project

•U
 p to 250 participants
per project

• Up to three clearly laid-out and
separate dashboards

• Up to 10 clearly laid-out and
separate dashboards

• Reports and trends

• Reports and trends

• Improvement suggestions and
task list

• Improvement suggestions
and task list

• Individual questions

• Individual questions

• Your logo on request

• Your logo on request

• Preferential support

• Preferential support

• Monthly cancellation

• Monthly cancellation

Business

€ 72.00

€ 149.00

per project

€ 449.00 per month*

Starter

€ 159.00 per month*

• Up to three projects

• One project

• Up to 50 participants per project

• Up to 15 participants

• Clearly laid-out dashboard

• Clearly laid-out dashboard

• Reports and trends

• Reports and trends

• Improvement suggestions
and task list

• Improvement suggestion
and task list

• Individual questions

• Monthly cancellation

• Your logo on request
• Monthly cancellation
*Plus VAT. Individual package solutions available.
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The idea
The strongest feedback you can get is the honest views that
your employees share with you. All the better when they‘re also
coming up with great ideas about what to do.
Lars Linnekogel, CEO.
The CEO at The Team Enablers GmbH
consulting firm is an expert in project
and team management. He worked as
project leader at The Boston Consulting
Group (BCG) where he was responsible
for managing international project teams
until 2015.

And that‘s what Surwayne is all about!

Artur Heinze, CTO,
is an experienced project and software
developer. He‘s been heading the Agentejo project agency for more than 12 years
now and has launched several of his own
Internet start-ups in addition to his work
on many client projects, including projects
for Airbus and Hapag-Lloyd.

We‘re looking forward to
receiving your inquiry.
sales@surwayne.com, Tel.: +49 40 800 40 2025

Legal information:
The Team Enablers GmbH,
Baumwall 7, 20459 Hamburg, Germany.
Surwayne is registered trademark..

